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we’ve also added another style to the career selection window – you no longer need to select a career
option by clicking on it, it is automatically selected. and we have successfully launched her new job

system! at the beginning of the racing season, you have the opportunity to choose a car, either by the
time or by credits. and you have the opportunity to select a special car which will play only in special
events. in addition, we have delivered a completely new season with six new events, including the us-

american classic, the trip from the us to europe, and others. will you join in the race? the 1.44 release of
euro truck simulator 2 contains a completely new and bug-free version of the ac ace. but only after some
testing. we have done this so you can still access the ac ace even if you were able to install the scs theft

decision 1.44 open beta. we are very pleased to announce the long-awaited german rework for euro
truck simulator 2. this update brings some much needed improvement and tweaks to this amazing

country. these include, but are not limited to, towns being close to each other, the berlin ringway, better
road networks and many more small changes. as of today, we have made several options available

within the game that allow you to enjoy and take part in the upcoming elections. the 1.44 release of euro
truck simulator 2 includes a completely new voting element, that is included in the release. as such, we
have also added the ability to vote on local laws and region-specific issues for you to get the most out of
this upcoming election. there are many things to vote on, so we advise you to familiarize yourself with

the different options.
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the first version of euro truck simulator 2,
which was released in august, 2018, was

made available for free. thanks to the huge
success of this first edition, the developers
of the game decided to make more than

300 vehicles and maps. the new content is
split into "free" and "paid" versions. the

basic version of the game is free, and you
can get a large number of vehicles, for

example, a trailer, a truck or a bus. euro
truck simulator 2 offers a large number of
maps, about 40 of which are available as
free content. in addition, there is a large
number of trucks and trailers available to

purchase for a very small price. the content
of the game can be divided into two parts:
free and paid. the free part of the game is
available to all players. in the free section,
you can unlock all the vehicles, features,
and add-ons. you can also purchase some
add-ons for a small fee. the paid section
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allows you to purchase additional add-ons
and vehicles for a fee, in addition to the

features available to all players in the free
section. in addition to that, you can also try
out the games of the company for a small
fee. as a result of increased popularity of
euro truck simulator 2, we are proud to
announce the release of the 2.0 update.

the main purpose of the update is to
provide better graphics and visual

experience, while most of the changes are
aimed at improving the multiplayer

experience, particularly for the new convoy
game mode. in our latest 1.41 update for
euro truck simulator 2 and american truck
simulator, we introduced convoy! convoy is

a new multiplayer game mode where
players can set up and host their own

private sessions (password optional) to
drive with their friends or other fellow

truckers. with synchronized ai traffic, time
and weather, and the ability to take the

same job as other players, lots of you have
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been enjoying trucking together.
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